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Some questions held for future release.

First, we have some questions about the Royal family.

QR1.
Base=All
Single choice

Thinking about the royal family, how relevant is it to you personally these days?

More relevant than ever
As relevant as it used to be
Becoming less relevant
No longer relevant at all

QR2.
Base=All
Single choice

Elizabeth II has been Queen of the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth realms, including Canada, since 1952. As long as she reigns, do you support or oppose Canada continuing to recognize her, by swearing oaths to her, putting her on currency, and recognizing her as official head of state?

Strongly support
Moderately support
Moderately oppose
Strongly oppose

QR3.
Base=All
Single choice

The Queen turned 95 this year. Putting aside how you feel about Canada as a constitutional monarchy, how will you feel personally when the Queen dies? Do you think you will be ...

Very sad – she’s the only monarch most of us have known
A little bit sad
Not really affected
Not affected at all – I won’t feel anything for her passing

QR4.
Base=All
Single choice
And when Queen Elizabeth dies, would you support or oppose Canada recognizing her heir, Prince Charles, as King, by swearing oaths to him, putting him on currency, and recognizing him as Canada’s official head of state?

Strongly support
Moderately support
Moderately oppose
Strongly oppose

QR5.
Base=All
Single choice

Regardless of what you think about individual members of the royal family, do you think Canada should continue as a constitutional monarchy for generations to come?

Yes
No
Not Sure

QR6.
Base=All
Single choice

And suppose Canada did NOT remain a constitutional monarchy. Here are some options of other systems of government that could replace it. Of these, which do you prefer most?

An appointed Governor General but without any ties to Britain
An elected head of state who is also head of government – similar to the U.S. system
The Prime Minister becomes head of state and head of government
The Speaker of the House of Commons performs the role
Other, specify ________
Not sure/Can’t say